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I've bought this amazing G-Shock watch for 2 years at this moment and its the best watch I ever

had. Always purchased el-cheapo Timex watches and such from Walmart before, however this

one is truly lasting. After 24 months of consistent wear, there is not any signal of the resin wrist

band coming even near to wearing out. There are a 2 or 3 dents/scratches on the resin frame,

however hardly seen. The watch face mineral glass continues to be extremely scratch immune

with virtually no scratches. The single thing that has found any wear is the orange "G-SHOCK"

lettering which has faded somewhat. This G-Shock watch is still waterproof. 

 

Like other consumers have said, it's in fact totally problematic to work with if you don't see the

instructions. I even now have the guidelines kept in a safe location just in case, but when you set

the watch, you can more or less forget it. The atomic clock updates are perfect and even while I

was abroad without radio updates, the G-Shock still stayed highly precise. Two years and going,

no symptoms of the battery dying, so I assume that means the solar charging is working. This

thing essentially doesn't even need the sun...artificial lighting will charge this G-Shock as well.  

 

I truly like the glow at night dials and numbers that some others have complained about. After the

lights first go off they're relatively bright and rapidly fade to a very soft light. This is good because

once your eyes are adjusted to the dark you can still see what time it is without being blinded by a

bright light. Displaying the day of the week and the day of the month is really useful and I look at

them all the time. The 24 hour clock is absolutely helpful, specifically for me as I'm in the marine

and have to deal with Zulu times daily in the workplace. As far as the form, its absolutely a sizable

watch and not appropriate for wearing with button sleeve shirts, but weight wise its really pretty

light and suprisingly pleasant for daily have on. 

 

Pros: 

- It's a G-Shock Watch! A virtually indestructible watch! 

- Solar powered means you don't need to bother with swapping a battery or compromising case

seals which could let water in & brick the watch. 

- Atomic timekeeping, so you have super precise time which calibrates every day in many

locations and you also don't need to hassle with setting the day & date. 

- Fascinating G-Shock watch with high visibility color scheme & comprehensive marks. 

- Accurate "tough" movement accurate while exceeding 12 G-forces. 

- Dual time with integrated world timezone designations is great for traveling. 

 

Cons: 

- In the beginning tricky to use & set. 

- Chrono/Stopwatch just monitors up to 23m59s of time elapsed. 

- No backlight or auto EL function observed standard on many G-Shock watches. 

- Small features could be tricky to read for many people. 

 

At first I was hesitant to put down over $200 for a G-Shock watch, but from day one this has been

a great watch to wear and it's looking like it will be for many years. I am more than happy with this



watch, a lot more than many of the high priced mechanical watches that I experienced over the

years. For the value, it truly is a good deal; specially given its accuracy, features and near

indestructibility. I recommend this G-Shock watch to regular vacationers, or actually anyone who

enjoys the characteristics of digital watches, but prefers the aesthetic of an analogue display.

Thanks for reading and have great day! http://sportswatchesformen.net/
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